In order to overcome the basic glowworm swarm optimization (GSO) 
In the GSO algorithm, each glowworm is random distributed in the objective function's declaration space, these glowworms possess own luciferin, every glowworm also has own vision field, this vision field is called local-decision range. The brightness of each glowworm's luciferin is corresponding to the fitness of the objective functions. The glowworm with brighter luciferin explains this glowworm's location corresponding the objection function value is better. The glowworm's moving pattern is that every glowworm hunting the neighbours in own vision field, from the neighbours to find that glowworm which has the lightest luciferin, and then move toward it. Each time, the traversing direction is changed due to different neighbours. In addition, the local-decision range of the glowworms also are affected by the different glowworm's number in the neighbours, when the glowworm's number is too small, the glowworms are able to increase it's local-decision range in order to find more glowworms, otherwise, the glowworms are able to decrease local-decision range .In the end, most of the glowworms gather on a better position.
In a general way, the GSO algorithm includes the initial distribution of glowworms, update luciferin, glowworms' move, update local-decision range. Generally speaking, the GSO algorithm uses under four formulas to iteration update:
Formula (1) 
Complex method
Complex method [7] is a traditional algorithm for solving the optimization problem. Assuming the optimization problem as follow:
The main idea of the algorithm is randomly initialized ( 
with r x reconstituted complexes, or else abandon the worst point, continuously loop iteration, constantly excluding the worst point and introduce better points, and finally achieve optimal effect.
Graphic description of the algorithm shown in Figure 1 :
The procedure of Complex method is summarized as follows:
Step1: Randomly initialized ( 1) k k n points make up initial complexes in the feasible region;
Step2: Calculate the objective function value, accordingly determine the worst point 
The GSO algorithm based on the complex method (CGSO)
Based on the characteristics of the Glowworm Swarm Optimization algorithm and Complex method make the idea of the Complex method blend in the Glowworm Swarm Optimization algorithm use the Complex method to guide the glowworm swarm's search. Through each glowworm in own decision-making domain compare with others glowworms, then find the glowworm that release stronger luciferin and move to it. Our decision is find the best luciferin glowworm and the worst luciferin glowworm in the each glowworm's decision-making domain, then make the worst glowworm reflect through the center of glowworm, to become better glowworm ,thus affecting the current glowworm or other glowworm's direction of movement.
The glowworm after reflection maybe within the current glowworm's decision-making domain, then can contribute to the current glowworm carry out the local optimization. May also reflect to the other glowworms' decision-making domain, thus contributing to the glowworm conduct the global optimization, ultimately achieve optimal results. Use the formulas in the iteration: 
Simulation experiments

Experimental design
The experimental program testing platform as: Processor: CPU T4400, Frequency: 2. Table 3 shows the eight functions' maximum, minimum and average which run independently 20 times by CGSO algorithm, GSO algorithm, AFSA algorithm and PSO algorithm in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Figure 2- Figure 9 shows the eight functions' evolution image by CGSO algorithm, GSO algorithm, AFSA algorithm and PSO algorithm. In eight test functions, function 1 and function 2 are low-dimensional multimodal functions. Function 3 and function 4 are high-dimensional unimodal functions, need the algorithm has high optimize accuracy. Function 5-fuction 8 is high-dimensional multimodal functions. Deal with such functions not only require the algorithm has high optimize accuracy, but also the algorithm can avoid falling into local optimum .General approach is easy to fall into local optimum.
Experimental results and Analysis
In the Table 3 , compare the optimal results of two low-dimensional and six high-dimensional test functions by CGSO algorithm and basic GSO algorithm, AFSA algorithm, PSO algorithm in the literature [9] . By contrast we can see that GSO algorithm has better performance when optimize lowdimensional multimodal functions, the CGSO algorithm in this paper is slightly better than the GSO algorithm. But with the number of dimensions increases, especially in high-dimensional optimization problems, the GSO algorithm performance is very poor, the effective is far from the PSO algorithm and Using Complex Method Guidance GSO Swarm Algorithm for Solving High Dimensional Function Optimization Problem Guangwei Zhao, Yongquan Zhou, Yingju Wang AFSA algorithm .However, the CGSO algorithm has overcome this shortcoming, in the convergence accuracy is much better than the PSO algorithm and AFSA algorithm. In particular in the highdimensional multimodal functions such as function 5-function 8, the CGSO algorithm combines the superiority of GSO algorithm has better optimization results in the multimodal functions and the superiority of Complex method's optimization in the high-dimensional. Making the optimization results is better than other algorithm in the high-dimensional multimodal functions.
By the evolution of figure 2- figure 9 we can see that this algorithm in this paper not only has better optimization than the GSO algorithm in the low-dimensional multimodal functions, more importantly, it effectively resolve the shortcoming of GSO algorithm has poor optimization in the high-dimensional space. Make the improved GSO algorithm is better than the PSO algorithm and AFSA algorithm in the overcome fall into local optimum and search accuracy.
Conclusion
In this paper, based on the GSO algorithm and the Complex method, we present a kind of algorithm which uses the Complex method guidance GSO swarm algorithm (CGSO). This algorithm mainly resolve the problem of the traditional GSO algorithm has poor optimization in the highdimensional space by means of the reflective thinking in the Complex method .Each generation through make the worst glowworm reflect to a good glowworm ,ultimately achieve the purpose of optimizing. Final though test results of eight different types test functions, we can see that the CGSO algorithm not only has better optimization than the GSO algorithm in the low-dimensional multimodal functions ,more importantly, it effectively resolve the shortcoming of GSO algorithm has poor optimization in the high-dimensional space, also effectively avoid falling into local optimum and improve search accuracy.
